Introduction
Molded parts are used extensively because they produce netshape parts that require minimal secondary operations. On the basis of the number of parting surfaces in a mold, molds can be divided into two-piece molds and multi-piece molds. Multi-piece molds refer to molds having more than one parting surface and hence more than two components. These molds can produce complex parts that cannot be made using two-piece molds. They enable the use of molding for making parts that were previously manufactured using other processes. Since they have more than one parting surface, they can be decomposed along different directions and thus can be used to make geometrically complex parts.
Sacrificial molds refer to molds that can be destroyed after the part has been produced. They are generally made of low melting point materials such as wax and are typically destroyed by heating the mold-part assembly. Moreover, the wax molds can be easily machined making them very easy to manufacture at high production rates. Therefore, sacrificial molds can be used to circumvent the disassembly problems that arise in permanent mold casting.
Sacrificial multi-piece molds find use in a number of manufacturing domains. Examples include:
1 Manufacture of polymer parts: Polymer parts made up of materials such as polyurethanes solidify at room temperatures due to chemical curing. Since the quality of the parts is not dependent on the material properties of the mold ͑e.g., porosity of mold͒, sacrificial molds made of wax provide an alternative to traditional permanent molds for making polyurethane parts in small batches.
2 Gelcasting of ceramic parts: Gelcasting is emerging as a popular method for making high performance ceramic parts for a wide variety of aerospace, automotive, and industrial applications ͓1͔. Gelcasting can be used to produce geometrically complex parts. The process is simple and uses conventional equipment. Low pouring temperatures in gelcasting enable use of sacrificial molds. Furthermore, green parts need not be extracted from sacrificial molds before sintering. Sacrificial molds containing green parts can be directly put into sintering ovens. The sintering process melts the sacrificial molds and sinters the green part, and therefore eliminates potential problems that result from handling green ceramic parts.
Unlike permanent molds where disassembly considerations drive the mold decomposition, in case of sacrificial molds primary considerations that drive the mold decomposition are manufacturability of individual mold components. We currently use 3-axis CNC machining for making individual mold components. CNC machining provides very good surface finish on the mold components without requiring any post-processing. Unfortunately for wax, electro-discharge machining does not work due to poor conductivity of these materials. Therefore, we use milling and drilling processes for making individual mold components. In order to be machinable, the boundary of mold components needs to be accessible to cutting tool. Therefore, accessibility of mold components drives the mold decomposition process in design of sacrificial molds.
This paper describes a feature-based approach to automated design of multi-piece sacrificial molds. The basic idea behind our mold decomposition algorithm is as following. We first form the desired gross mold shape based on the feature-based description of the part geometry. If the desired gross mold shape is not manufacturable as a single piece, we decompose the gross mold shape into simpler shapes to make sure that each component is machinable using 3-axis CNC machining. During the decomposition step, we account for tool accessibility to make sure that ͑1͒ each component is manufacturable, and ͑2͒ components can be assembled together to form the gross mold shape. Finally, we add assembly features to mold components to eliminate unnecessary degrees of freedom from the final mold assembly to facilitate molding.
Our approach has the following advantages. First, by using multi-piece molds we can create geometrically complex objects that are impossible to create using traditional two-piece molds. Second, we make use of sacrificial molds. Therefore, using multipiece sacrificial molds, we can create parts that pose disassembly problems for permanent molds. Third, mold design steps are significantly automated in our methodology. Therefore, we can create the functional part from the CAD model of the part in a matter of days and so our approach can be used in small batch manufacturing environments.
We believe that our research will be useful in small batch production of geometrically complex gelcast ceramic parts and polymer parts. Once the CNC code has been generated for machining individual mold components, cost of machining wax molds is relatively small due to low cost of wax stock and very high feed-rates used in machining of wax stocks. Therefore, sacrificial molds produced by CNC machining are an attractive alternative to permanent molds and sacrificial molds produced by layered manufacturing techniques.
Review of Related Work
Choice of the surface separating the two halves of the mold or die, referred to as the parting plane, is one of the most significant design aspects that greatly influence mold manufacturing costs for two-piece molds. The selection of the parting plane and the parting directions is important since it affects all subsequent steps in the design of the mold. Ganter and Tuss ͓2͔ describe an algorithm for developing parting planes for cast patterns. Ravi and Srinivasan ͓3͔ describe a set of nine optimization functions that determine the best location for a specified draw direction. Hui and Tan ͓4͔ define an optimum parting surface as one that minimizes the number of side cores and also has the minimum area in shear contact between the mold plate and the molded part. They also describe an algorithm for finding it. Chen et al. ͓5͔ describe an algorithm for finding a pair of parting directions, which minimizes the number of required cores. Weinstein and Manoochehri ͓6,7͔ build upon the work of Chen et al. and their method can also be used to incrementally calculate the draw direction range and parting plane location for a part. Urabe and Wright ͓8͔ describe an approach based on geometric heuristics for automatically determining the parting direction and parting plane, and generating the mold halves. Wuerger and Gadh ͓9͔ describe an approach to automatically determine the set of possible die-open directions for a given part. Some researchers have also discussed cases in which cores are incorporated into molds to handle undercuts ͓10͔.
Most of the work done in the past is concentrated on parting surface selection for two-piece permanent molds ͑with or without cores͒. Due to this, the presence of undercuts plays a significant role in determining the parting surface. Since we are interested in developing multi-piece sacrificial molds, undercuts do not pose a problem. The primary concern is the accessibility of each of the individual mold components for enabling machining. However, parting surface design approaches provide valuable insight into the mold design process and provide many useful utilities used in our work.
Krishnan and Magrab ͓11͔ describe automated two-piece and multi-piece mold design for injection molding. The part is constructed by stacking 2.5D primitives called C-entities along the Z direction through either Constructive Solid Geometry or Destructive Solid Geometry operations. If a two-piece mold cannot be used to make the part, it is checked whether a multi-piece mold can be used or not. A multi-piece mold is defined as one that has two or more pieces, and the direction of separation of the mold components is orthogonal to the Z direction, i.e. the direction in which the part was created. The mold separation is restricted to along the X and Y directions. Since the injection molds are permanent molds, disassemblability of mold is an important factor in determining the parting plane and parting direction. Since the primitives considered are stacked along the Z direction, the complexity of the part is limited. Moreover, the parting planes are also constrained to be along the X direction or the Y direction.
Chen and Rosen describe an algorithm for identifying regions on a polyhedral part such that each region on the part can be produced using a single mold component using local disassembly consideration ͓12,13͔. This work focuses on tooling generated by rapid prototyping process and therefore does not address accessibility considerations. Furthermore, currently this work only produces regions on the part and does not actually create mold components.
Problem Formulation
The input to the mold design algorithm is a feature-based representation of the part ͑Section 3.1 describes the feature-based representation in detail͒.
The output of the algorithm is an assembly of mold components that forms the gross mold shape for the given part. The mold assembly satisfies the condition that each mold component is completely accessible to an end-milling tool. Suppose the output is an N piece assembly M ϭ͕m 1 ,m 2 , . . . ,m N ͖ of mold components where each mold component is represented by its boundary representation. M needs to satisfy the following conditions:
n m i such that the internal shell of M S corresponds exactly to the boundary of the part. A shell is a completely connected set of faces. 3 There exists an end-milling tool with non-zero diameter such that the boundary of each m i M is completely accessible to it. We say an object is completely accessible if every point on its boundary is accessible by the tool from at least one direction. 4 There exist a feasible assembly sequence using which mold components can be assembled together to form the gross mold shape.
3.1 Feature-Based Part Representation. In the featurebased representation of a part, the part is represented by a feature tree. Each node in the tree is an instance of a pre-defined primitive. Each edge joining two nodes in the tree defines the relationship between the two primitives. The relationship can be a regularized Boolean union or subtraction operation ͑i.e., a primitive can either be added to or subtracted from another primitive͒. Each primitive is created at the origin of the reference frame. A transformation matrix is provided to transform the primitives to their respective positions. The transformations supported are rotations and translations.
The following restrictions are imposed on the feature-based representation of the part for our mold design algorithm:
1 The allowed classes of primitives include the following: ͑1͒ 2.5D solids ͑i.e., purely prismatic shapes͒ that can be modeled with cylindrical and planar faces, ͑2͒ quarter-spheres, ͑3͒ quarter-toruses, and ͑4͒ truncated cones. 2 Primitives should consist of at least one planar face along which they are added to or subtracted from the primitive corresponding to the parent node in the feature tree. 3 Primitive only shares faces with the parent or children primitives in the feature tree. 4 Primitives do not share more than one planar face with the parent primitives in the feature tree. 5 After the part has been constructed from its feature-based representation, it does not have any internal shells and has only one lump. A lump represents a connected solid. 6 Subtractive primitives can only be leaf nodes in the featurebased representation. 7 There should be at least two primitives in the feature tree. Figure 1 shows an example part and the feature tree for the part.
Overview of Mold Design Algorithm.
Our algorithm for automated design of multi-piece sacrificial molds uses a threestep approach. Before calling the algorithm, pre-processing is performed to ͑1͒ validate the feature-based representation of the part to ensure that all the primitives satisfy the restrictions described in Section 3.1 and ͑2͒ perform appropriate isotropic scaling of the part. This scaling expands all features to allow for shrinkage in the part. If the feature-based representation is valid, the gross mold is created by subtracting the part from a large rectangular block that completely encloses the part. For example, Fig. 2 shows the gross mold shape for the part shown in Fig. 1 .
The three steps of the mold design algorithm are described below.
͑a͒ Feature-Based Decomposition: A feature-based decomposition of the mold is done to generate individual mold components for containing each of the primitives constituting the part. All decompositions are performed along planar faces of primitives. Section 4.1 discusses the algorithm for performing feature-based decomposition.
͑b͒ Concave Edge-Based Decomposition: Once the featurebased decomposition is completed, some of the individual mold components are further decomposed to eliminate concave edges that are not accessible by non-zero diameter milling tools. Section 4.2 discusses the algorithm for performing concave edge-based decomposition. Section 4.3 shows that over the class of parts that can be created using the feature-based representation described in Section 3.1, the two steps described above will result in mold components that will be free from accessibility and assembly problems.
Combining Mold Components to Reduce Manufacturing
Cost: Once the decomposition has been completed, some of the individual mold components may be recombined if the resulting mold component is completely accessible and it does not pose any problem in mold assembly. The set of candidate combinations consists of all pairs of mold components that share a common planar face. Among them, only valid combinations are performed. The validation check is guided by a set of rules to ensure the accessibility of the composite mold components resulting from combinations. Section 5 discusses the algorithm for combining mold components.
3 Addition of Assembly Features: Once the mold components have been generated, assembly features are added to the mold components in the mold assembly. Section 6 discusses the algorithm for adding assembly features.
After the mold assembly for the part has been designed, a postprocessing step allows the user to select a mold component for creating the sprue. A sprue is a passage through which the liquid material is poured into the mold.
Decomposition to Eliminate Accessibility Problems
4.1 Feature-Based Decomposition. The feature-based decomposition process can be divided into the following steps:
1 Removing Subtractive Features from the Feature Tree: All the nodes representing subtractive primitives are removed from the feature tree. This is done because all the subtractive features form inserts in the mold and thus can be added after the mold decomposition is completed.
2 Initialization: We initialize a set T that will contain all the feature trees resulting during decomposition process. Initially T contains the feature tree of the part. We initialize a set M that will contain all the mold components resulting during decomposition process. Initially M contains the gross mold shape.
3 Decomposition: While the set T contains a tree that is a decomposable ͑i.e., it has more than one node͒, arbitrarily select a decomposable tree t from T, and perform the following steps:
͑a͒ Select the mold component m from M corresponding to the tree t.
͑b͒ Identify all candidate parting planes. Each edge in tree t corresponds to a planar contact between two primitives. A plane that contains a planar contact between primitives is a candidate parting plane. Sort candidate parting planes based on the following priority criteria. The highest priority is given to the parting planes that are shared by exactly one leaf node and one other node. If the candidate parting plane is shared by exactly two nodes and none of the nodes is a leaf node, then this parting plane is given the middle priority. The lowest priority is given to a candidate parting plane that is shared by more than two nodes. If any of above described categories contains more than one plane, then the planes are arbitrarily sorted in that category.
͑c͒ Select a valid candidate parting plane p with the highest priority. A candidate parting plane is a valid parting plane if its intersection with all the primitives that do not share this plane is a null set. An invalid cutting plane may become a valid cutting plane at some later stage of mold decomposition. If no valid parting plane can be found, the tree cannot be decomposed. The user is notified and the algorithm terminates.
͑d͒ If a valid parting plane p is found, the mold component m is cut along the plane and both the mold component set and the feature tree are updated ͑Section 4.1.1 describes an algorithm for performing this step͒. If p is shared by more than two nodes, the mold components may need to be further decomposed ͑Section 4.1.2 describes an algorithm for performing this step͒.
4 Adding Inserts: All the subtractive primitives are added to the set M as mold inserts. Figure 3 shows the mold components resulting from feature-based decomposition for the part shown in Fig. 1 .
Given a feature-based representation of a part, this algorithm decomposes the mold by the first valid parting plane. If the number of candidate parting planes is n, this algorithm in the worst case tries O(n 2 ) decompositions. n depends on the complexity of part, and its worst case asymptotic bound is O( f n ). Where f n is number of features in the feature-based representation. Computational complexity of decomposition operations depends on implementation of geometric kernel. As described in Section 7, we use ACIS geometric kernel. Our tests involving ACIS show that average complexity for decomposition is quadratic in terms of number of edges in mold components.
Updating the Mold Component Set and Feature Trees
Once a valid cutting plane p cuts the mold component m, the current tree t that is being decomposed needs to be updated. This 1 m is divided into two mold components mЈ and mЉ that are added to M. m is removed from M.
2 If parting plane p is shared by exactly two nodes in t ͑only one edge in tree t corresponds to p͒, then identify the parent and child nodes in t. The child node is removed from the list of children nodes for the parent node in t. Create a new tree with the child node as its root node and add it to T.
3 If parting plane p is shared by more than two nodes, then construct a set G that contains all these nodes. Identify parent nodes that will still belong to the original tree t after the decomposition. Remove from the list of children nodes for all these nodes that lie in G. For every other node in G create a new tree with this node as its root node and add it to T.
The mold component that corresponds to multiple trees will need to be decomposed further. Section 4.1.2 describes procedure for this step.
Decomposition of Mold Components Containing Multiple Trees.
If more than two nodes shared a cutting plane, then decomposition along this plane would split the mold m into two components, both of which may have multiple trees. These mold components need to be decomposed further so that each individual mold component corresponds to only one tree.
Use this parting plane to decompose the part. It would separate the part into more than two disconnected solids called lumps. The lumps are divided into two sets: one set corresponds to the first mold components and the other set corresponds to the second mold component. If any mold component corresponds to more than one lump, the following steps are performed:
͑a͒ Construct a set C h that contains convex hulls of all the lumps. For every pair of convex hulls (c,cЈ) where c, cЈC h and c cЈ, compute IϭcപcЈ. If I ⌽, the mold component cannot be decomposed. In such a case terminate the algorithm.
͑b͒ Find a parting plane such that a pair of convex hulls c and cЈ lie on opposite sides of this plane. Megiddo ͓14͔ describes a linear time algorithm for computing such a plane using linear programming. It may be possible that a parting plane computed in the previous step might intersect with another convex hull. Therefore a greedy approach is followed in which the first parting plane that does not intersect any of the convex hulls is used to decompose the mold component. If all parting planes intersect some convex hull, the algorithm fails.
͑c͒ Find the mold component m that contains c and cЈ and divide it into two components mЈ and mЉ using the parting plane identified in Step ͑b͒.
͑d͒ Add new mold components mЈ and mЉ to M and remove m from M.
͑e͒ Decomposition in
Step ͑b͒ may divide a mold component into two components such that each of them may contain more than one lump. Therefore, Steps ͑a͒ to ͑d͒ are repeated until each mold component contains only one lump.
Concave Edge-Based Decomposition.
In the previous section we presented an algorithm for doing feature-based decomposition of the mold. The result of the feature-based mold decomposition is a set of mold components where each mold component contains the cavity of a single primitive of the part. Mold components are typically machined using cylindrical milling cutters. Therefore, the presence of concave edges may cause a mold component inaccessible to a cutting tool with a nonzero diameter. Figure 4 shows an example of such cases.
Concave edge-based decomposition involves detecting concave edges that are inaccessible to non-zero cutting tools and decomposing the mold components to eliminate these inaccessible concave edges.
Two types of concave edges cause a mold component to be unmachinable due to inaccessibility which are detected as following. For every concave edge we measure the angle between the faces that form the edge.
• If the angle is less then 90°at any point of the edge then the edge is labeled as an acute concave edge and considered inaccessible.
• If the angle is 90°or more and the edge is not a complete circle, we extend the edge on both ends by arcs whose radius is equal to the minimum tool radius and the arc angle is /2 radians. The tangent to the arc at the point where it touches the edge is collinear with the edge. We consider two arcs at each end. These two arcs are in the same plane as the two faces that form the edge. One end of the arc touches the end of the edge and the other end is placed away from the face that is not coplanar with the arc. If the extended edge intersects with the part, then the edge is labeled as a blind concave edge and considered inaccessible.
If the mold component contains any acute concave edge or a blind concave edge, we need to decompose the mold component. We know that an acute concave edge is always unmachinable due to cylindrical shape of the cutting tool. In order to eliminate this manufacturability problem, the only solution is to cut the object along either of the two faces so that the acute concave edge is eliminated.
For a blind concave edge, there are multiple solutions for making it machinable with one cut on the object. Similar to the acute edge case, we can cut the object along either of the two adjacent faces to eliminate the concave edge. For an obtuse edge with only one blind end, there exists another solution-cutting along the third face, which makes that end blind. As shown in Fig. 5 , edge AB is a blind obtuse edge with a blind end at B. We have three one-cut decomposition solutions to make it machinable: ͑1͒ cutting along face f 1 , ͑2͒ cutting along face f 4 , and ͑3͒ cutting along face f 2 . The first two solutions eliminate the concave edge, and the third solution simply makes the end at B open. For an obtuse edge with both ends blind, as edge BF shown in Fig. 5 , there are only two one-cut solutions, namely, cutting along face f 2 or cutting along face f 4 , both of which eliminate the concave edge.
Based on the above observations, we have developed a greedy algorithm to perform decomposition due to unmachinable concave edges as following:
1 For each of the unmachinable concave edges in the mold component, list all the candidate faces along which a one-cut solution can make it machinable. 2 Among the list, pick the face that appears the maximum number of times and cut the object along it.
The status of an edge may change after each cut. For example, an obtuse edge with both ends blind may have one of the ends opened after a cut. Thus, we need to re-check the status of all the unmachinable concave edges. This decomposition procedure runs recursively until all the edges become machinable. Consider the example in Fig. 5 , the following are the candidate cutting planes for each of the unmachinable concave edges:
Therefore, we have the following face list ͓ f 1 , f 2 , f 4 , f 2 , f 4 , f 1 , f 2 , f 4 , f 2 , f 3 , f 4 , f 3 , f 4 , f 2 ͔. Both f 2 and f 4 appear five times, which is the maximum in this list. Therefore, cutting the object along either f 2 or f 4 will make the maximum number of unmachinable edges machinable. In this particular example, all the edges become machinable after a cut along either f 2 or f 4 . If there is still at least one concave edge remaining unmachinable after the cut, the above described procedure is applied recursively until all edges become machinable. Figure 6 shows the mold components of the example part resulting from concave edge-based decomposition. In each decomposition step, this algorithm makes at least one inaccessible edge accessible. Therefore, this algorithm decomposes a mold component at most O(e n ) times. Where e n is the number of concave edges in the mold component.
Absence of acute and blind concave edges does not necessarily imply that a mold component is semi-infinitely accessible, 2 therefore concave edge-based decomposition cannot be used as a replacement for feature-based decomposition.
Discussion of Correctness of the Decomposition Algorithm.
In order to understand why every mold component becomes accessible to a tool of non-zero diameter after the featurebased decomposition and the concave edge-based decomposition, consider the following two cases:
• Various faces in the mold components that contain additive primitives in the part are produced because of one of the following reasons: ͑1͒ they belong to the gross mold shape, ͑2͒ they result from decomposition, and ͑3͒ they are complementary faces of the additive primitive. Faces that belong to gross mold shape and result from decomposition are subset of the convex hull of the mold component. Therefore every point in these faces is semiinfinitely accessible. Since decomposition is performed along one of the planar face of the primitive, all faces that result from various primitives with the exception of truncated cone also become semi-infinitely accessible after decomposition. Truncated cone contains an acute concave edge. Therefore after concave edgebased decomposition, it also becomes semi-infinitely accessible. Furthermore, after concave edge-based decomposition mold components become accessible to a tool of non-zero diameter.
• Various faces in the mold component that are complementary to subtractive primitives are semi-infinitely accessible because of the definition of primitives. After concave edge-based decomposition they become accessible to a tool of non-zero diameter.
Therefore, with the classes of primitives allowed in the featurebased representation of parts, accessibility problems in the mold components will be eliminated through combination of featurebased decomposition and concave edge-based decomposition.
If an object is partitioned using a plane then the resulting components can be assembled to form the assembly corresponding to the object by translating one component with respect to the second component perpendicular to the partitioning plane without interfering with each other. Since we perform mold decomposition by using a sequence of partitioning planes, each resulting subassembly can be assembled from its constituent components or subassemblies. This shows that all mold components excluding those that are inserts can be assembled together.
Let f be a subtractive feature and f Ј be the additive feature to which f is attached. Let m be the mold insert that corresponds to f.
Let M Ј be the set of mold components that contain cavity for f Ј. As described above, M Ј is accessible due to the nature of the features used and the decomposition algorithm. Therefore m can be assembled to M Ј. m is contained inside the convex hull of M Ј. Therefore, if M Ј can be assembled to the rest of assembly, then M Ј along with m can also be assembled to the rest of assembly.
Therefore presence of inserts does not pose any assembly problem. Therefore after feature-based and concave edge-based partitioning, resulting mold components can be assembled together to form the mold assembly.
Combining Mold Components to Reduce Manufacturing Time
The decomposition might result in mold components that can be combined without affecting the overall accessibility of the combination. This section describes the conditions and provides an algorithm for performing combination of mold components to reduce manufacturing time.
A pair of mold components that share a common planar face is a valid candidate pair for combination if it satisfies the following conditions:
1 The combination of the mold components should not result in acute concave edges or blind concave edges. This condition is computationally straightforward to check by forming the candidate combination and examining edges in the solid corresponding to the proposed combination.
2 The combination of the mold components should not make combined mold component inaccessible. We ensure this by computing the visibility map for the combined mold component. If every concave pocket on the combined component has non-empty visibility region, then we consider that the combined component is accessible. We use the method described in ͓15͔ for computing visibility maps.
3 Recombining two mold components should not introduce assembly problems. We use the techniques described in Woo and 2 A point on a geometric entity is semi-infinitely accessible if a ray can be drawn from it at least in one direction without intersecting any other part of the geometric entity. Dutta ͓16͔ to ensure that mold assembly is still possible after combining two mold components. This is done by ensuring that the mold assembly can be disassembled ͑and therefore assembled͒ after combining two components. 4 The manufacturing cost of the combined component should not exceed the sum of the manufacturing cost individual components. We compute machining cost by estimating ͑1͒ the required number of approach directions for machining and ͑2͒ the required removal volume by subtracting the mold component from the solid corresponding to its bounding box.
We have developed a combination algorithm based on a greedy approach. It tries to eliminate unnecessary decomposition as it continues until no further combination is possible. The different steps involved in the mold component combination are as follows:
1 Determine which mold components share a common planar face. A contact graph is created that represents the connectivity of the mold components. The contact graph for the mold components of the example part is shown in Fig. 6͑b͒ .
2 Construct a set C initialized to a null set. It will later contain unordered pairs of mold components (c m1 ,c m2 ) that can be combined. For every pair of mold components that are connected in the contact graph, do the following:
• Perform the validation checks using the four conditions described above to determine if the pair of mold components can be combined. If the pair can be combined, add it to C.
3 While C is not empty, do the following:
͑a͒ Select an element c from C and unite the pair of mold components (c m1 ,c m2 ) contained in c to produce a new mold component m new . Remove c from C.
͑b͒ For every element d in C that contains either c m1 or c m2 do the following:
• Replace c m1 or c m2 by m new in d and perform the validation checks using the four conditions described above to see if the pair of mold components contained in d can be combined. If the pair of mold components cannot be combined, remove d from C.
The mold components for the example part resulting from combination are shown in Fig. 7 . As mentioned earlier, the above algorithm is based on a greedy approach. Therefore, it does not necessarily produce the optimal solution. However, this algorithm can be easily extended to produce the optimal result by incorporating state-space search. In the worst case, this algorithm tries at most O(n 3 ) recombinations. Where n is the number of mold components before starting the recombination step.
Adding Assembly Features into Mold Components
The addition of assembly features to the mold assembly consists of two steps: ͑1͒ selecting the appropriate pairs of mold components that need assembly features, and ͑2͒ adding assembly features at appropriate locations on these components.
The primary reason for adding assembly features to mold components is to constrain the degrees of freedom of various mold components with respect to each other. To achieve this, assembly features in the form of a hole-pin combination are added to a pair of mold components along their contact face. Addition of these assembly features constraints the degree of freedom between two components only to the translation in a direction normal to their contact face. All other degrees of freedom between the two components are eliminated as a result of addition of these features. Addition of assembly features to mold components increases the mold component manufacturing time. Therefore, when adding assembly features, we attempt to minimize an increase in manufacturing time. We have considered the set-up time for machining as the main factor that contributes to the total manufacturing time. An algorithm following a greedy heuristic has been developed to reduce the total setup time by orienting features such that multiple assembly features can be produced in the same setup.
Various contacts in an assembly of mold components can be represented by a graph G (V,E) . Each mold component is represented by a vertex in set V. If any two mold components, say 1 and 2 , share a common face, an edge e( 1 , 2 ) is added to the set E. Since multiple assembly features on the same planar face of a mold component can be manufactured in a single setup, our algorithm tries to put as many assembly features as possible on a single contact face. We use a variation of the classical minimum cost spanning tree algorithm ͓17͔ that results in a solution in which mold components ͑represented by vertices in the graph͒ are kinematically constrained with respect to each other in a pattern of a spanning tree of the graph. Each edge in the spanning tree ki- Transactions of the ASME nematically constrains two mold components by adding one or two hole-pin combinations on the contact face that corresponds to the edge. We construct the spanning tree using the procedure described below.
1 Initialize Sϭ⌽ and Xϭ⌽. ͑S represents set of nodes in the current spanning tree and X represents the set of edges in the current spanning tree͒.
2 Color all eE such that all edges lying in the same contact plane have the same color.
3 Find a vertex rV that has the highest number of edges of the same color. Add r into set S and make this the root node of tree.
4 Let VЈ be the set of nodes in V that are common with S. Find in VЈ that has the highest number of crossing edges of the same color for partition (VЈ,VϪVЈ). We say that an edge eE is a crossing edge for the partition (VЈ,VϪVЈ) if one of its vertices is in VЈ and the other is in VϪVЈ. Let E be the set of highest cardinality of crossing edges of the same color for node .
5 Add all edges in E into X, and all vertices in (VϪVЈ) into S that are connected by E to .
6 If S V, go to 4. Otherwise, stop.
After constructing the spanning tree, we add assembly features on the contact faces corresponding to each edge in set X. If one of the mold components is an insert that is in contact with mold components along multiple different non-parallel faces, then we only add one hole-pin combination as an assembly feature. In all other cases, we add a pair of hole-pin combinations. In order to add assembly features ͑i.e., hole-pin pairs͒ to a pair of mold components that need to be assembled, we compute the shape of their contact region to determine which mold component should have the pins and which mold component should have the holes. The component that has larger face area is assigned hole features and the other component is assigned pin features. Figure 8͑a͒ shows an example of a pair of mold components that need to be assembled. A and B share a common planar face. An initialization procedure computes their contact region through a nonregularized intersection. Our approach to finding positions of pins is as follows. For two pin cases, it first finds the edges and loops of the contact region, and then generates a set of grid points on the plane where each point represents a candidate position to put the pin. The algorithm traverses all the candidate positions, checking their validity and finding two valid positions for pins of a desired radius so that the two pins are placed with the maximum possible distance between them. Holes are added at matching locations.
For one pin cases, we place the pins and holes close to the centroid of the contact area. If due to small contact our algorithm fails to find valid positions for placing holes and pins, then user needs to interactively make one of the following choices: ͑1͒ reduce the pin size, ͑2͒ allow placing pins larger then the contact area, or ͑3͒ only use one pin. The method of locating the contact planes to put assembly features is a variation of the classical minimum cost spanning tree algorithm. Therefore its worst-case time complexity is quadratic in terms of the number of mold components. Computational complexity of the step of adding hole-pin combinations depends on the geometric complexity of the interface, size of the interface, and the grid spacing. We currently use grid spacing of 1 mm. Let e n be the number of edges in the interface and g n be the number of grid points. The worst-case time complexity of finding pin locations is O (e n g n ). Figure 8͑b͒ shows an example of pin locations. Figure 8͑c͒ shows the pair of mold components after adding assembly features. Figure 9 shows the mold components of the example part with assembly features.
A Prototype Implementation
A prototype system has been developed based on the above described algorithms. The system consists of two main components each of which has multiple modules for performing various tasks. These two components are:
1 Geometric Reasoning Component: The geometric reasoning is done by calling ACIS from Cϩϩ. ACIS is a 3D geometric modeler provided by Spatial Technologies. 2 Graphical User Interface ͑GUI͒: The graphical user interface is implemented in Java. Java 3D, a package in Java 2, is used to render solid models of parts and molds. The Java 3D API provides an application programming interface used for writing three-dimensional graphics applications and applets.
The communication between the components is through a messaging system. A set of keywords has been defined that enables the communication between these components. Each component contains a module ͑command parser͒ that monitors a status file, which is used for reading and writing the messages between the components. A log file is created that maintains a record of all the communication between the GUI and the geometric reasoning component. We machine sacrificial molds using machinable wax on a 3-axis vertical machining center. Curved surfaces are produced using ball-end mills. Inclined surfaces are produced using a sine-table. On machinable wax we have achieved dimensional tolerances on the order of 25 microns. On polyurethane parts we have achieved dimensional tolerances on the order of 250 microns. Figure 10 shows the polyurethane part that has been produced using mold shown in Fig. 9 . Various mold components were machined on a three axis CNC vertical machining center from machinable wax. We have successfully designed multi-piece sacrificial molds for several geometrically complex parts using this system. Figure 11 shows the CAD model of a multi-stage rotor and the part produced using the mold designed by our system. Figure 12 shows the CAD model of an indexer and the part produced using the mold designed by our system. Figure 13 shows the CAD model of a connector base and the part produced using the mold designed by our system.
Conclusions
8.1 Summary. This paper presents a feature-based algorithm for automated design of multi-piece sacrificial molds. For those class of parts that can be modeled using the feature-based representation described in this paper, the feature-based decomposition and concave edge-based decomposition steps ensure accessibility of mold components and therefore circumvent the need for explicit global accessibility computations.
Multi-piece molds can be used to make complex shaped parts Transactions of the ASME that cannot be made using two-piece molds. Manufacturing techniques such as gelcasting and polyurethane manufacturing can be used to make parts using these molds. The expected benefits of are enumerated below.
1 Our algorithm tends to create mold partitions in which parting planes contain natural edges of the object. In case of ceramic parts, such partitioning is preferred over partitioning in which the parting plane passes through the middle of a face of the object due to reduction in need for secondary operations.
2 Mold design is a laborious process that requires significant time from the mold designer. This is aggravated in the case of multi-piece molds. Automated mold design significantly reduces the mold design time.
3 This approach allows us to manufacture parts that could not be produced earlier using two-piece molds. Thus it expands the design space for parts that can be produced using casting processes such as gelcasting and polyurethane manufacturing.
4 Since this approach automatically produces solid models of mold components, it can be integrated with CAM systems to generate the cutter path plans for manufacturing the individual mold components. Thus an integrated system can be developed that can simultaneously design and generate the cutter path plans for manufacturing the individual mold components in a mold assembly.
Limitations and Future Research
Directions. The approach described in this paper has the following limitations:
1 The part to be molded has to be modeled using the featurebased representation described in Section 3.1. Currently we use our own feature-based modeling system that has been implemented on top of ACIS geometric kernel to define a feature-based representation. The following two alternatives are possible to the current implementation:
• Feature-based representations used in this paper are a subset of features used in a typical commercial CAD system. Therefore algorithms described in this paper can be implemented inside a commercial CAD system such as Pro/Engineer or Unigraphics.
• Feature-based representation can also be generated using a BRep to CSG conversion utility. Such system has been developed for BRep used in Parasolid kernel ͓18͔ and it is possible to implement such utility for BRep used in ACIS kernel using the algorithms described in ͓18͔. The current approach does not handle complex feature interactions and the features need to be attached to each other using planar interfaces. However, sometimes objects may not have any planar faces but it is still possible to model the objects using our scheme by introducing suitable internal planar faces. Figure 14 shows an example of such a part. We are currently working to extend the feature-based representation to allow modeling of more complex objects and handle more complex feature relationships.
2 The current decomposition algorithm does not handle general partitioning cases such as partitioning along non-planar faces. However, recombination step may produce complex parting lines involving multiple planar partitions. We prefer planar partitions because such partitions usually ensure easy of manufacturability and assemblability.
3 Currently the initial part orientation is defined by the user. Our algorithm can be easily extended to identify the part orientation automatically. This can be done in the following manner. We can start with a spherical enclosure instead of rectangular box enclosure. Mold partitioning can be done using the spherical enclosure. After examining various resulting parting faces on the mold components, an orientation of the rectangular mold enclosure can be chosen that aligns maximum number of parting faces with the faces of the rectangular box enclosure and hence minimizes the manufacturing cost. 
